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ABSTRACT
This ■nvestigation was conducted to compare the teacher
■nteraction patterns of a fema■e and a ma■e ■ddё schOO■
phys■ca■ educator w■th■o ―ski■ed and high―ski■■ed
students dur■ng an ■nstruct iona■ v ■eyba■■ un■to  The
subjects were a fema■e and a me■e physica■ educator at
the m■dd■e schoo■ ■eve■from‐the‐centra■ New York area・.
The teachers were v■deotapQd fOr the entire ■nstructiona■
unit of vol■eyba■■, seven c■ass periods, during the
1984-1985 schOb■ yeare  A ski■■ test was administered at
the start of the un■t o class■fy students as ■ow― Or
high―ski■■ed.  Then five high―ski■led and five low―ski■■ed
students ■  each instructOris c■ass were se■ct d as
subjects fttr this study.  The data Were Obtained from ‐
the seven videotapes of the unito  Each tape was ana■yzed
using the Dyadic AdaptatiOn Of cAFIAS (DAC).  Visua■
compar■sons ■ndicated that differences ■n the teachorsi
■nteractions to the high― and ■Ow―ski■■ed studbnts did`
eX■st.  Genera■ly the high―ski■■ed students rece■ved more
praise, acceptance, and infOrmation and exhibited morё
interpretive responseso  The low―ski■■ d stud nts receiVed
mttre directiOn and cr■tic■sm and exhibited more predictab■e
responsese
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INTRODUCT10N
Researchers -in education have been concerned with the
positive and negative influences of teachers' expectations
on their students' potential development (Crowe , L9?9) ,
Expectations can be defined as inferences that teachers
make about the abilities of their students. Such
expectations may act as sel-f-fulfilling prophecies which
predetermine the rate .and extent of children's achievements.
In physical education, teachers may al-so have expectations
about their students' performance and physical abilities.
Martinek ( 1981 ) stated that teachers form expectations
before the skil-l unit begins. Such expectations influence
the quantity and quafity of the teabher's interactions
with students (Horn, L984),
One manner in which expectations have been examined is
through the use of systematic observation instruments. A
number of these instruments have been used to analyze teacher-
student interactions in the classroom as well, as the
gymnasium. Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction
Analysis System (CAFIAS )(Cheff'ers, t9?2 ) is a popular
system that focuses on teachers' interactions with the
whole class. rn an effort to l-ook at i-ndividuar students
Martinek and Mancini (t983) devel-oped "the Dyadic Adaptation
of CAFTAS (DAC). DAC has'been utilized by many investigators
1
?
‥??
?
?
?‥――??
?
?
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(Brophy. & Gobd , L9?O; Crowe , 1979i Dev1in, t9?9; Hoffman,
1981 ; Madden., L9B4; ,Martinek & John-son, L979; Reisenweaver,
1980; Ryan , L983; Steffen, 
.Mancini, & Wuest , L9B); Streeter,
'1980) to stu-dy the 
"ff""ts of ttacher expeitancies in
physical education environments.
Scope of Problem
This investigation used.the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS
(DAC) to compare teacher-student interaction patterns of a
male and a femal-e middl-e school physical educator with
their high- and low-skilled students.
Each subject was videotaped by the investigator fot 7
consecutive teaching days. Each teacher was asked to wear
a wireless microphone that did. not interfere wlth his/her
teaching. Both teachers were given the same lesson plans
for the entire unit; they were able to teach the lesson in
any teaching style providing that they covered the same
material.
A skil-I test was administered prior to the start of the
unit. The scores were tabulated to indicate the five
highest and five lowest skilled students in each class.
The videotapes were coded using DAC, and descriptive
statistics were used to analyze the data. Comparisons were
made between the percentages of the two teachers on each of
the 20 DAC categories and interaction patterns.
Statement of Froblem
The teaching behavior patterns of a male and female
「
―――――――
middle school physical- educator were examined to determine
if differences existed in their interactions with high- and
l-ow-skilled students .
. Null- Hypothesis
The mal-e physical- educator's behavior patterns wiII
not differ significantly from the female physical educator's
behavior patterns when teaching the high- and low-skil-l-ed
students.
Assumptions of Study
-
This investigation was based on the following assumptions:
1. The coding of seven 'Iessons of the entire unit of
volleyball using DAC would yield valid bata to test the
hypothes is .
2, There was no collusion between the teachers during
the entire seven-lesson unit of vol-Jeybal1.
3, The skifls test consisting of three skill-s--serve,
set, and bump--was val-id and rel-iabl-e.
Definition of Terms
The following terms were operationally defined for the
purpose of this study i t
1. Interaction analysis is an observational- technique
that systematically records the frequency of teacher-pupi1
interpersonal behaviors (Amidon & Flanders , t97t),
2, Cheffers' Adaptation of Fl-anders' Interaction
Ana■ysis system (CAFIAS)is ・a va■idated extension of FIAS     ´
developed to measure verbal- and nonverbaf behaviors found
4predominant■y in physica■ educat on c■asses (Chδffers &  ｀
Mancini, 1978).
30  The Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC)is a             ・
va■idated extens■on of CAFIAS that.prov■des a method for
recording and ana■yzing the interactions between a teacher
and a sing■e student, or a sma■■ group of no more than,fou■r
students, in a physica■ ёducation seルting (Martinek &
Mhncini,、11983)・                              '
4。  Interaction patterns_are the verba■ and nonverba■
behav■ors which occur between two or more ■ndiv■dua■も
(Reisenweaver, 1980)。
50  Direct teaching behavior is teaCher behavior which
■im■ts the activ■ty of students ■n the c■ass.  This ■nc■udes
giving information, giving direction, and criticizing students.
ideas Or actittns (Amidon & F■anders, 1971).
6.  Indirect teaching behavior is teacher behavittrl which     ｀
encourages students. freedom to respond.  This inc■udes
accepting otudentsi fee■ings, pra■s■ng students: ideas and
actions, and using questions to e■icit studen  input (Amidon
& F■anders, 1971).
70  0bServed teacher behav■or・■s theナbeor the teacher
exhiblted in the gymnasium as recorded by DAC. a
8. Middle school teacher is bne who teaches grades four
to eight.
90  High―Skilled  tudents are thOse students scOr■ng the.
´
5five highest scores on' the skill-s test.
10. Low-skilLed students are those students scoring
the five l-owest scores on the skil-Is tbst.
11. Skills test consists of an American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation vol-leyba]I
serve test (McGee & Drews , t9?4) and the Brady volleyball
set and bump test (Jensen & Hirst, 1980; Kirkendall, r
Gruber, & Johnson, 1980).
Delimitations of StudY
The foll-owing Were the delimitations of this study:
1. The subjects were two middle school physical
education teachers from the central New York area' one
male and one female, and their 10 high- and low-skil-l-ed
students.
2, Ten seventh grade students from each subject's
c1ass, five high- and five l-ow-skiIled, were selected
based on their scores of the skills test
), DAC was the only systematic observational instrument
used to record teacher-student interactions.
'4. The subjects *"a" viaeotapeO for seven lessorrs,
the length of the entire vo1leyba11 unit
J., th" skil'l-s t-est consisted of 'three skills--serve,
set, and bump--and was administered as a pre-test.
"Limitations of Study
The following were the l-imitations of this study:
1. The findings may only be val-id for middle school
6physical epucation teacher's s'imil'ar to those who
participated in this investigation.
'I:.2' 2 ,! The " f indings IIIaI r only be' va']-'id f or. s eventh
l,,J*!r,t
graders.
), The findings refated to the observed interactions
and teaching behaviors may only be val-id when DAC is used.
4, Because the unit included only seven lessons,
the findings may only be valid for volleyball units of
similar length.
5, The findings may be valid only when the volleyball
serve test (McGee & Drews, L974 ) and the Brady vo11eybal]
set and bump test (Jensen & Hirst, 1980; Kirkendal'l et
&f., 19BO) are utilized to classify students as high-
and low-skilled.
1chapter 2
・   REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This study compared the ■nteraction patterns of a
ma■e and a fema■e phys■ca eduCatOr and the ■nteractittns
exper■enced by the■r studentso  The rev■ew of ■iterature
re■evant to this investigation wi■■ focus on the fol■owingr
are as: dyadic ■nteraction ana■ys■s ■n phys■ca education
and the se■f―fu■fi■■ing.prophecy in phys■ca■ educatione
A.‐summary is a■stt provided.
Dyがdic ttAteraざtion Anaゴys■s ■n Phys■ca Education
Jヽ   Many res｀earchers have us91,dyaOiC ihteraction systems
to inVeStigate differentia■ tredtmbnt of students by tёachers。
As A■■ard (1979)pointed Out, further investigations oF
this nature are needed s■nce dya ic ■nteractions are an
important factor to consider when ana■yzing the p rformance
of a group.  DAC has been used by many researchers to study
expectancy effects in the gymnasium (DeVlin, 1979, Madden,
1984, Martinek & 」ohnson, 1979, Reisenweaver, 1980; Ryan,
1983; steffen, 1983, streeter, 1980).  DAC was a■so utilized
by Boyes (1981)and Hoffman (1981)tO describe cttachesi
■nteractions w■th athetes of different abi■itiese  A■■
these studies conc■uded that students/ath■etes are treated
different■y according ttt the expectatiOns ttf the teacher/ctt ach
ln order to focuS On particu■ar students rather than
grOups Of students, Brophy and Good (1970)deve■oped one f
the earliest dyadic interaction systems.  Their system was
8designed to code the sequential interactions of a teacher
with a student. Crowe (t9?9) used the Brophy and Good.
system to analyze the effects of teacher expectati-ons on
the behavior of high- and low-expectancy junior high students.
His results,showed that high achievers were given more
attention, prai-se, and opportunities to learn than 1ow
achievers. This suggests that students are treated
differently according to their teachers' expectations of
- thern.
Martinek and Mancini (L983) pursued this interest in
expectatibns by modifying CAFIdS to measure the dyadic
interaCtibns b-etwe'en'the teacher and a single stud.ent. o
Through- the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC), these
interactions couLd be observed, measured, and coded. This
study coded those interactions between the teacher and a
particular high- or low-skilled student. Martinek and
Mancini's resul-ts paralleled previous researchers in that
the high-ski1led students received more attention, praise,
and opportunities to learn than 1ow-skill-ed studenis.
Martinek and Johnson (t979) utilized DAC to investigate
the effects of teacher expectations on teacher-student F
interactions and the development of the self-image of
elementary children-in the gymnasium. The resul-ts indicated
that expected high achievers received more attention,
acceptance, encouragement, and questions, and had a higher
9se■f―concept than ■ow―achievers.
DAC was used to compare teaching behaviors of 15 seCOndary
fema■e phys■ca educators w■th high― and low―skilled students
by Reisenweaver (1980).  The dyadic interactions of 15 ma■e
secondary physica■ education teachers were inVestigated by
Streeter (1980).  Both Studies conc■uded hat the hign~  ｀
ski■■ed students were asked more questiOns, and they rece■ved
more acceptance, pra■se, and'information from the■r teacherst
The low―skil■ed students rece■ved more directions and
cr■tic■sm, and they showed more predictable responsese
These resu■ts agreed w■th the prev■ous studies by
Crowe (1979)and Martinek and 」ohnson (1979)。
Steffen (1983)uti■ized cAFIAS and DAC to determine
how instruction and supervision received by the physical
education teachers ■nf■uenced the■r t aching behav■ors w■th
disriptiVe elementary'studentso  Resu■ts showed that those
tOachers who rece■ved superv■sO yユfe9dback us■ng CAFIAS、
and iDAC exFibited_more praiso.and acceptance of students'
■deas and actions, asked more questions, prov■ded more
information, and a■lowed more student interpretive behaviOr
than the control group teachers (Steffen, Mancini, & Wuest,
1983)e
Ryan (1983)used DAC to investigate the teaching
behav■ors of a ma■e phys■ca educator w■th high―ski■■ed,
average―ski■■ed, and ■Ow―skil■ed students On 12 consecutive
days for an entire un■to  His results para■le■ed those of
10
Reisenweaver (1980)and Streeter (1980); the high―ski■ed
students rece■Ved more pra■se and encouragement whi■e th
average―ski■■ed and ■ow―ski■■ed students rece■ved negative
criticism and commands.
In a simi■ar study Madden (1984)investigated two
teachers, one ma■e and one fema■, throughout an entire
■nstructiona■ un■t.  DAC was used to compare teaching
bσhav■ors toward five high― and fiVe ■ow―ski■■ed students
■n each c■ass.  The resu■ts showed that the high―skil■ed
students received more pra■s  and acceptance of ideas;
whereas, the ■ow―ski■ed stucents rece■ved more cr■tic■sm _
throughout the entire unit.  In both c■asses the teachers
rece■ved more predictab■e responses from the・■ow―ski■ed
students than from the high―ski■Od studentse
Because of the ■nter st in teaching behav■ors toward
certain students Martinek and Karper (19g3)suggested a
three―step mode■ to provide a way of estab■ishing ffёcti´ve
instructiona■ strategies in the gymnasium.  The three steps
are as fol■ows: to determine descriptiVe■y the causes of
expectation formation and how those expectations relate to
teacher―student intёrac ions and student growth; to develop
an exper■m nta■ paEadigm where one gropp of teachers rece■ves
■nserv■ce information from the results of the first step
while another gFoup serves as a control rece■v■ng no ■nserv■ce
1
trainiig;えand・to deter面ine whether ekpectations exist and
11
verify .whether past research findings 
.are simil-ar to those
found in the-experimental phase. Their results paralleled
the studies of Devlin (tg?9), Madden , '(t984), Martinek and
Johnson (19?9), 
_n"isenlteaver (fgao), Ryan (1981), Steffen
(L983), and Streeter (1980) ln that teacher expectations
have a direct causal' effect on student growth in physical
education classes.. Martinek and Karper's model has been
used to provide a way of establ-ishing causal- connections
in expectation research. Most importantly they wanted to
illustrate how research findings can be utilized in helping
teache'rs identify effective instructiohal- strategies.
DAC was the tool used in Martinek and Karper's (1984b)
study to describe teacher-student behaviors. Three
elementary physical education teachers and '128 elementary
students were observed. The students were placed in two
groups: grades K-1 and grades 2-3, For the older group
only, teachers' expectations for the students' social
rel-ations, cooperative behavior; and Eibility to reason
significantly related to two impression cues--physical
attractiveness ahd expression of effort'. With the younger
group, teachers' expectations for social- relations and.
cooperative behavior were significantly rel-ated to teacher
praise, direction-giving, criticism, and predictabre student
responses. The results in this study indicated that
expectations are related to such variabl-es as social-
12
re■ations, cooperative behav■o■, phys■ca attractivenesp,
and express■On oF effOrt.
Within the physica■education setting, teacher
encouragement and even student opportunity to perform are
great■y affe9ted by teacher expectationso  Martinek and
Karper (1984a)investigated the effects of noncompetitive
and competitive instructiona■ c■imates  teacher expectancy。
Their data revea■ed that ■ow expectancy students received
s■gnificantly more praise and encouragement as wel■ as more
empathy from the■ teachers dur■ng the compёtitive phases
of instructiono  Hュgh ieXpectancy students were perceived to
exhibit more effort w■th ■ess pra■se and encouragement‐
during competitive and noncompetitive phases of instruction.
In summary, dyadic interaction ana■ysis in physical
education has been recent■y used to ana■yze the performance
Of students ■n the gymnas■um.  Dyadic ■nteractions focus on
ana■yzing the interactions between the teacher and one
student.  one dyadic ■ teraction ana■ys■s ■nstrument is the
Dyadic Adaptation df CAFIAS (DAC).  The resu■ts of several
studies (Brophy & Good, 1970, Crowe, 1979; Devrin, 1979;
Hoffman, 1981, Madden, 1984; Martinek, 1981: Martinek &
」ohnson,_1979, Martinek & Karper, 1983, 198年a, 198年b;
Steffen, 1983: streeter, 198o)are simi■ar in that expected
high achievers received more attentiOn, acceptance,ヽand
encouragement and had a higher self―cOncept than low achievers.
13
Sb■f―fu■fi■ing Prophecy in Physica■ Education
The se■f―fu■fi■■ing prophecy in physica■ education
was first descr■bed as an expectation or prediction,
■n■tia■■y fa■se, which precedes a ser■s of ev nts that
causes the origina■expectatiOn or prediction to become
true.  For examp■e, if a phys■ca■ educator does not believe
a student is capab■e of high ■eVe■ ski■l performance then
he or she wou■d tend to proV■de the student w■th less
instruction or encouragement and to discount or ignore the
student's successful performances.  The student!s performance
and behav■or patterns then conform to the teacheris ■n■tia■
low expectations, thus completing the´pro ess ■dentified
as the se■f―fu■fi■ing prophecy.  Pygma■ion in the Classroom,
Rosentha■ and 」acobson's (1968)book, presented the "Oak
Schoo■" き文per.menゼ tO ttest ttte hypothes■s hat teacher
 ｀   exp℃ctations for sルudent achievement wou■d serVe as a self―
『 …  F f｀ulfi■■ ng prOphepy.  Their resultb indicated_that those
students expected to perform at a ■ow■ev ■ conformed to the
teachersi eXpectations and・hose tudents expected to perform
at a high ■evel conformed to the high expectations of the■r
teachers.
According to Martinek (1981), physical educators form
expectations at the beginn■ng of the schoo■year ttr ■nstructiona■
un■t concern■ng the achievement or ski■■ po entia■ of students.
Such expectations ■nflue c9 the qua■ity of interactions
L4
with certain individua.l-s. Differences in the instruction
received by each student directly affects his or her attitude
toward the activity. The students' behaviors are consistent
over the course of the school year, while directly conforming
to their teachers' initial expectation (Horn, 1984).
Student gender may also be a factor in the formation
of physical educators' expectations. Crowe (L979)
demonstrated that middle school physical education teachers
expected better performance from their male students than
from their female students. These results suggest that
teachers' expectations may differentiate between activities
invol-ving strength, power, balance, and flexibility.
This brief review of literature indicates that physical
educators do use various sources of information to form
differential- expectations dealing with the physical ability
of specific students. Such expectations may or may not be
accurd,te reflections of students' actual capabilities, and
this inaccui-acy may influence the child's achievement
progress. It is al-so important to state that teachers'
expectations probably are not formed soIely through
consideration of specific factors bUt are based on a number
of interactions of student and teacher (Amidon & Flanders , L9?t).
Summary
Researchers in ed.ucation have been studying teacher-
L5
student interacti-ons for half a century. Many interaction
analysis systems have been designed to systematically code
and observe teachers-as they interact with their students.
Cheffers (L972) noticed the lack of usefdl observational
systems available for analyzrng and. recording the verbal- and
nonverbal behavior patterns of teacher-student interactions
in physical education; thus he developed CAFIAS.
Pioneers of dyadic research were Brophy and Good (I970)
who analyzed and described teacher behavior toward particul-ar
students; they designed the Teacher-Child Dyadic lhteraction
System. Most important was their coding of sequential-
patterns of behavior by the teacher and chiId.
The DAC system was a modification of CAFIAS used to'
measure the dyadic interactions between the teacher and a
student (Martinek & Mancini, 1983)'. The results of DAC
studies have indicated that students were treated differently
according to the expectations' bestowed upon them by the
physical educator. All-ard (L979) stated that further
investigations were needed. since dyadic interactions are an
important factor in the performance of any group.
Several researchers (Brophy & Good, t970; Crowe, L9?9t
Madden' 1984; Martinek & Johnson, t979; Reisenweaver, 19BO;
Ryan, 1983; Streeter, 1980) investigated the expectancy
effects utilizing DAC and various systematic observation
systems. Their resul-ts agreed with Rosenthal's theory that
L6
the high-skil-led students received more attention and
praise than the Iow-skil-l-ed students (Madden, L984).
The expectancy literature reviewed in this chapter
offers strong support that the expectations formed by
physical- educators do have the potential of serving as
causes or determinants of individual- potential and skil-l
achievement. This self-fulfilling prophecy occurs when
the teacher's expectations lead him or her to interact
with certain students according to the level of performance
expected.
: .
Chapter'l
METHODS AND PRCCEDURES
This chapter outlines the methods- and procedures that
were utitized to gather the data for this investigation.
This chapter is divided into eight sections: the selection
of subjects, testing instruments, procedures, method of
data iollection, coder reliabitrity, scoring of data,
treatment of data, and summary.
Se■eOtion df Subjects
l.
- The suUiects f5r this investigation were two middle
school physical education teachers and their seventh grade
students. One teacher was a male and the other a female at
the sarne middle school in the central New York area. The
criteria used to identify the 10 target students in the
seventh grade cl-ass were the resul-ts of a skitl-s test. The
students did not-know they were identifled as target students
in the gymnasium. The investigator received each subject's
permission to participate in this study through the use of
an informed consent form (see Appendix A). A parental
consent form was sent out to the parents of the student
subjects (see Appendlx E).
Testing Instruments
The Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC)(Martinek &
Mancini, 1983)・was used to measure the behaviors and interaction
patterns in this study.  The DAC system provided a method
for recording and ana■yzing interactions between a teacher
17
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and a student or group of students. the DAC cAtegories and
ground rules were the same as CAFIAS. Using DAC, behaviors
were recorded when the tea'cher was interacting with target
studdnts.
Proc edures
The two teachers who served as subjects were personally
contacted by the. investigator and informed of the purpose
and procedures involved'in the study. Each sybiect was
videotaped teaching different lessons for ? consecutive
days in the same physical education c1ass. The teachers
were asked tor wear a wireless microphone during the
videotaping that did not interfere with their teaching
actions. Ten target students were identified by the five
lowest scores and five highest scores on the Volleyball
skills test given at the start of the unit. Al-1 interactions
between the teacher and target students were recorded.
Method of Data Col■ection
Data for final analysis were obtained from the seven
videotapes taken of'each physical education teacher. The
videotapes were coded by an expert coder, Dr. Victor H.
Mancini, trained in using DAC. '
Coder Re■iabi■ty
In order to establish coder reliability for this study,
two lessons, one of each teacher, were coded at two different
sittings by a trained coder. The top 10 interaction patterns
were ranked and then subjected to the Spearman rank-order
I9
correlation technique to establish coder reliability.
Scoring of Data
The'data col-lected from the coding of DAC were transferred
from.tally sheets to a computer for computer analysis. The
ft t data were compiled into percentagesr for each of the 20 DAC
categories and interaction patf6rns.
.l
Treatment of -Data
Descriptive statistics resulting from the coding were
used to determine "whether differences existed between teaehing
behavior .toward the high- and 1ow-skiLLed students. The
computer scoring of DAC yielded percentages for each of the
20 DAC categories and interaction patterns. Visual- comparisons
were made between the teaching behaviors toward the high- and
Iow-skiIled students.
Summaly
The subjects for this study were two middl-e school physical-
education teachers, one male and one female, and their students
from the central New York area. Each subject was videotaped
for an entire instructional unit, s€v€rr fessons, of volleyba11
during the 1985 spring semester.
DAC was used to record the interactions between the teacher
and student, and the videotapes were coded by a reliable cod.er
trained in DAC. The data collected from these codings were
transferred from ta11y sheets to a computer for computer
analysis. Computer analysis yielded percentages for the 20
20
DAC categories and for the interaction patterns. Descriptive
statistics were utilized to determine whether differences
in teachj-ng behaviors existed toward high- and low-skil1ed
students.
‐    ′
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Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter presents the results found when
comparing the teaching interaction patterns of a male
and a female middle school physical- educator with high-
skilled and 1ow-ski11ed students for an entire volleybalI
unit. The Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) (Martinek &
Mancini, 1p8l)"was utilized to measure the interaction
behavior patterns between the te'acher and the individual
students. A 2% dtfference was the criteria used to
determine differences. This chapter consists of three
sections. .The first section discusses coder reliability,
then the analysis of data shown by percentages for DAC,
and finally a summary is provided.
Coder Reliability
In order to determine the rel-iability of the c'oder
two videotapes were randomly selected to be coded during
two independent sessions by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, an
expert in the coding of DAC.
The top 10 cell-s were ranked, and a Spearman rank-
order correlation was performed. The mean correlation
of .!B was sufficient to indicate the coder was rel-iable.
Total- Male and Female DAC Results
The use of the 10 selected
mal-e physical- educator wi-th h'is
skil-l-ed students are summarized
DAC parameters by the
'high-skilled and 1ow-
in Table 1. DAC parameters
2t
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Table 1
Use of Major DAC Parameters by the Mal-e Teacher
High- Low-
DAC Parameters skilled skilled
Percentage Percentage
Total Teacher Contribution (TTC) 58,86 56.8?
Total Student Contribution ( TSC ) 40.90 42.78
Total Sil-enc e and,/or
Confusion (SC ) 0.24 o ,35
Total- Teacher Use of
Questions (TTUQ) 7,56 5.?7
Total Teacher Use of AccePtance
and Praise (TTAPR) 6t,22 L9,)5
Total Student Initiation,.
Teachen Suggested (TSITS ) ?3,58 68,4L
Total- Student Initiation,
Student Suggested (TSISS) 5,5L 8.29
Content Emphasis,
Teacher Input (CETI)' 62,25 47,08
verbal Emphasis (VE) 65.)6 67.1L
Nonverbal Emphasis (NvE) 34,64 )2.89
i+
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are combinations of behaviors formed to provide comparisons
of one or more behaviors to other behaviors. For example,
the parameter{Teaiher USe o{'Acceptance and Praise (TAPR)
compares the verbal and nonverbal use of prais e (2+12)
"o
+
,, And acceptance ()+t3) with'the .r'erbal and nonverbal use
of directions (6+ta ana criticism (?+t?).
Visual- comparisons indicated that differences
existed in the behaviors of .the mal'e teacher as he
interacted with high-skill-ed and low-skilled students.
' The mal-e physical educator interacted with the high-skilled
students 5,)6? times in comparison to ),670 times with
the 1ow-skil-I'ed students. More than 2% d:-f f erence
existed in the DAC parameters of Total- Teacher Use of
Acceptance and Praise (TTAPR); Total Student Initiation,
Teacher Suggested (TSITS) ; Total Student Initiatioo, -Student
' Suggested (TSISS); and Content Eiiphasis, Teacher Input
(CETI). The high-ski1led students received more praise
and acceptance and "exhibited more teacher-suggested
student-initiated behavior than did the low-ski11ed
stud.ents. The 1ow-skil-l-ed students exhibited more student-
suggested student-initiated behavior than the high-skilled
students. The high-skilled students al-so received more
content-related information than did the low-ski11ed
students. Approaching 2% but still slightty less were
the. parameters of Total Teacher Contribution (tTC);
Total- Stud.ent Contribution (TSC ); Total Teacher Use of
24
Questions (TTUQ); Verbal Emphasis (vE); and Nonverbal
Emphasis (NVE).
A bar graph was util-ized to compare the high-skilled
and. the low-skiIled students' percentages of behavior in
each of the DAC categories for the mal-e physical educator
(see Figure 1). Visual examination showed several behaviors
of the male teacher toward his high-skilled and Iow-skil1ed'
students differed by more tinan 2/,. The high-skil-Ied
students received more praise and acceptance, were
given more information, and were asked slightly more
questions in comparison to the low-skilled students. The
Iow-skil-]ed stud.ents received more directions and slightly
more criticism and predictable behavior than did the high-
skilled students.
The top 1O ranked ceII frequencies of interaction
patterns and. their percentages of occurrence for both
the high-ski1led and low-skil1ed students of the male
physical educator are 'presented in Tabl-e 2. Although
there were many predominant interaction patterns common
to both the high- and l_ow-skilled students, there were
large differences in thei_r percentage of occurrence.
The conmon patterns exhibited were teacher information-
giving followed by student interpretive behavior foll-owed
by teacher information (5-B\-5), )5,L5% for the high-
skilled versus 25.29% for the l-ow-ski1l-ed; teacherヽ
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Tab■e 2
Summary Of the Most Frequent ttnteraction Patterns and
Percentages of OccuFren9e__ f the Ma■e Teacher Among the
Top 10 Ce■■s for the TJ9 Groups′
High-skiIled
Interactibn Percentage of
Patterns 0ccurrence
Low-skill-ed
Percentage of
0ccurrence
fnteraction
Patterns
5-8 -5
5-6-8-6
5-8-5
7-2-5
6-81-6
8 -2-8
8-3-8
8 -3-8ヽ
8-2-5
3-5
35.15
8。61
8。3年
7.49
7。15
6.91
4.20
4.15
2。96
2。74
5-8 -ヽ5
6-8 -6
5-6-8-6
5-8-5
7-2r5
8 -7
8-3-8
8ヽ -3-8｀
9-7
9-6
25。29
22.51
19。62
8。23
3。88.
1。80
1。63
1.47
1。20
1。04
Note。
found in
description of the interaction patterns may be
Appendix C.
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information-giving followed by teacher direction which
Ied to student predictable student response which was
foll-owed by teachej'r direction (5-6-8-6) , B,6t% for the
high-skilled versus t9.62% f,or .the low-skilfed; teacher
information-giving foll-owed by student predictable
response which was fol-Iowed by more teacher information-
giving (5-8-5), 8,34% for the high-skill-ed versus 8.23%
for the l-ow-skilled; teacher use of constructive criticism
foll-owed by teacher information-giving (7-Z-5), ?,49%
for the high-ski11ed versus ).88/, for the l-ow-s.kill-ed;
teacher direction followed by student interpretive
behavior followed by teacher direction (5-8r -6), ?,15%
for the high-skifled versus 22,J1/" for the l-ow-skill-ed;
student predictable response fol-lowed by acceptance
which was fol-lowed by more student predictabl-e response 
r(B-3-8), 4.20% for the high-skil-led versus L,6)/, for the
Iow-skilled; and student interpretive behavior fol-l-owed
by acceptance which was foll-owed by student interpretive
behavior (B\-3-Br), 4,15% for the high-skilled versus
t .47% f or the low-skil-l-ed.
The predominant patterns unique to the male physical
educator with high-skil-led students were student
interpretive behavior fol-lowed by praise and more student
interpretive behavior (B\-2-Br) , 5.91%; student
predictable response followed by praise followed by
29
teacher information giving (3-5), 2,?4%,
The predominant patterns unique to the mal-e physical
ed.ucator with the low-skilled students were student
interpretive behavior followed by teacher criticism (Br-7),
t,8O/"3 student-initiated behavior followed by more
teacher criticism (9-?), L,20%; and more student-
initiated behavior fol-l-owed by teacher direction (9-6),
L.o4%,
The use of the 10 DAC parameters by the female physical
educator with high-skilled and l-ow-skilled students is
summarized in Table 3, Visual comparisons indicated
that differences existed in the behaviors of the female
teacher as she interacted .with high-skil-Ied and low-
skilled students. The female physical educator interacted
with the high-skill-ed stud.ents .5,.524 times in comparison
to L+,033 times with the l-ow-skilled students. More than
2% d.ifference existed in the DAC parameters of Total-
Teacher Contribution (TTC); Total- Student Contribution
(TSC); Total Teacher Use of Questions (TTUQ); Total-
Teacher Use of Acceptance and Praise (TTAPR) ' Total-
Student Initiation, Teacher-Suggested (TSITS) ; Total
Student Initiation, Student-Suggested (TSISS); and Content
Emphasis, Tehcher Input (CETI ) . It was found that the
high-skilled students received more praise and acceptance
and exhibited more teacher-suggested student-initiated
behaviors than did the low-skilled students. The low-
30
:,    Tab■e 3
Use of Major DAC Parameters by the Fema■e T acher
DAC Parameters
High―
ski■■ed
Low―
skil■ed
Percbntage Percentage
Total- Tdacheh Contribution (TTC ) 57,9? 55,44
Total Student Contribution (TSC)' 4L.?B 44.24r'r 
Total- Silence and,/or
Confusion (SC ) o,Z5 o,3Z
Total- Teacher Use of
Questions (TTUQ) f0,45 ?"89
Total- Teacher Use of Acceptance
and Praise (TTAPR) 60.11 L4,66
Total Student Initiationr
Teacher Suggested (TSITS) 84.06 ?3,?t
Total Student Initiation,
Student Suggested (TSISS) ?,32 L?,?z
' Content Emphasis,
Teacher lnput (CETI)          54。89 35071
Verba■ Emphasis (vE)             6午。86 64.37
Nonverba■ Emphasis (NVE)         35014        35063
. 
"3!
skil-Ied students exhibited more student-suggested student-
ini'tiated behaviors than' th'e high-skilled students. The
high-skil-fed students. al-so received more content-rel-ated
information than' did the low-skill-ed students. Th'e high-
skilled and the 1ow-skil-Ied students exhibited simil-ar
percentages of Total Sil-ence and,/or Confusion (SC),
Verbal Emphasis (VE), and Nonverbal Emphasis (NvE).
A bar graph.was util-ized to compare the high-skilled
and low-skilled students' percentages of behavior in each
of the DAC categories for the female physical educator
( see Figure 2) , Visual- examination showed more than 2%
difference existed in several- behaviors the femal-e teacher
exhibited toward her high-skilled and Low-skilled students.
The high-skill-ed stud.ents received more praise and
acceptance, received more information, and exhibited
more interpretive behaviors than did the l-ow-skill-ed
students.- The low-skill-ed students received 2/o more
directions and exhibited more predictabl-e behaviors than
the high-skill-ed students. The low-skil-led students also
received more criticism from the female physical educator
than did the high-skilled students. .
The top 10 ranked cell frequencies of interaction
patterns and their percentages of occurrence for both the
high-skil-1ed and low-skil-1e?i students of the femal-e
physical educatoi are presented in Table 4. There were
1l
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Tab■e 4
Summary of the Most Frequent
percentages of Occurrence of the Fema■ e Teacher Among
the Top 10 Celts for the Twci Grciups
Interaction PatternS and
High-skilled
Interac tion Percentage, .of
Patterns occurrence
Low-skiIled
Fercentage of
0ccurrenc e
Interac tion
Patterns
5-8 -5
8 -2-8
6-8-ヽ6
5-6-8-6
8｀ -3-8
7-2-5
4-8
5-8-5
8-2
3-5
32。95
lo。84
8。52
8.09
7。19
4091
3090
3049
2。02
1。97
6-8 ｀-6
5-8 -5
5-6-8-6
9-7
5-8-5
7-2-5
7-6
8｀ -7
8 -3-8
8 -2-8
23.66
21。57
18。47
5.25
3040
2.96
2。65
2。09
2.05
2.O■
Note。
found in
desc ription
Appendix C.
of the interaction patterns maY be
:
,
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many predominant interactions common to both the high-
and low-skilled students but the pereentage of
occurrence differed greatly. The common patterns
exhibited were teacher information-giving fol-lowed
by student interpretive behavior followed by more
teacher information (5.-B\-5), 32.95% for the high-
skitled versus 21,5?% for the low-skil-led; student
interpretive. behavior foll-owed by praise followed by
student interpretive behavior (8\-2-8r), Lo,84% for the
high-skilled versus 2,04/" for the low-skilled; teacher
direction followed by student interpretive behavior
followed by teacher direction (6-8r-6), 8,52/, for the
high-skilled. versus 2),66% for the low-skiIled; teacher
information-giving followed by teacher direction which
l-ed to student predictable student response which was
foll-owed by teacher direction (5-6-B-6) , 8,09% tot the
high-skil-led and L8,47% for the low-skilled; student
interpretive behavior followed by acceptance which was
fol-Iowed by student interpretive behavior ( 8\ -l-B\ ) ,
?,L9% for the high-ski1led versus 2,05% for the low-
skilled; teacher use of constructive criticism followed
by teacher information-giving (7-Z-51 , 4.91% for the
high-skilled versus 2.96/, for the low-skill-ed; and
teacher information-giving followed by student predictabl-e
response which was followed .by more teacher information-
)6
giving (5-8-5), 3,49/, for the high-skil1ed versus S,4O/:
for the low-skiI.l-ed. The predominant patterns unique to
the female physical educator with high-skj-11ed
students were teacher use of questioning followed by
student interpretive behavior (4-Br), ),9O/"; predictable
student response followed by teacher praise (8-Z), 2.02%;
and teacher acceptance followed by teacher information-
givi-ng (3-5) , 1,9?%,
The predominant patterns unique to the female physical
educator with the 1ow-skilled students were student-
initj-ated behavior followed by teacher criticism (9-?),
5,25/,;, teacher criticism followed by teacher direction
0-6), 2.65/"; and student interpretive behavior followed
by teacher criticism (8\-7), 2,09%,
The use of the 10 DAC parameters by the mal-e and
female physical educatorS with high-ski11ed students is
shown in Table J. Vi^sual- comparisons indicated that
differences existed in the male teacher's and the femal-e
teacher's interactions with high-skilled students. More
than 2/, dtfference existed in the DAC parameters of Total
Teacher Use of Questions (TTUQ), Total- Student Initiation,
Teacher-Suggested (TSITS), and Content Emphasis, Teacher
fnput (CETI)'. It was found that the female teacher
asked more questions and exhibited more teacher-suggested,
student-initiated behaviors than did the mal-e teacher.
・                                                         37
Tab■e 5
use of Ma」or DAC Parameters by the High―ski■■ed StudentS
DAC Parameters
Male
Teacher
FemaIe
Teacher
Percentage Percentage
Tota■ Teacher Contribution (TTC)58.86
Tota■ Student Contribution (TSC)40。90
■    Tota■ Silence and/or
62.25
65036
34.64
57・97
■1。78
54.89
64。86
35014
Confusion (SC ) 0,24 0,25
Total Teacher Use of
Questibns (TTUQ ) ? ,56 L0,45
Total- Teacher Use of AccePtance
and. Praise ( TTAPR ) 6L ,22 6o . r r
Total Student Initiation,
Teaeher Suggested (TSITS)' ?),58 84.06
Total Student Initiation'
Student Suggested (TSISS) 5.5L 7,32
Content Emphasis,
Teacher lnput (CETI)
Verba■ Emphasis,(VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE).
)8
The male teacher gave more cont'ent-related information"
than did the femal-e teacher
The male and female teachers exhibited similar
, 
percehtages of Total Teacher Contribution (TTC); Total
i Student Contribution (TSC ); Total Silenc e and/or
Confusibn (SC); Total- Teacher Use of Acceptance and
Praise (ttepn); f otaf Stuilent Initiation, Student-
'Suggested (TSISS); verbal eripnasis. (vE); and Nonverbal
i.
' Emphasis (NvE). 
;
The 10 DAC parameters utilized by the mal-e and
femal-e physical educators with Iow-ski1.1ed students
are presented in Table 6, Visual comparisons indicated
that differences existed in the male and the female
teachers' i.nteractions with the loiv-skiIled students.
More'than 2% dtfference existed in the DAC parameters of
Total- Teacher Use of Questions (TTUQ); Total Teacher Use
of Acceptance and Praise (TTAPR); Total Student Initiation,
Teacher-Suggested (tSffS; Total Student fnitiation,
Student-Suggested (TSISS); Content Emphasis, Teacher
Input (Cftf); Verbal Emphasis (VE); and Nonverbal- Emphasis
(NVE). The mal-e and female teachers exhibited similar
percentages of Total Teacher Contribution (TTC); Total
Student Contribution (TSC); and Total- Silence and,/or
Confus ion.
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Tab■e 6
Use of Ma」or DAC Parameters by the Low―ski■■ed Students
DAC Parameters
Ma■e
Teacher
Percentage
Female
Teacher
Perc entage
Tota■ Teacher Contribution (TTC)
Tota■ Student COntribution (TSC)
Tota■ Silence and/or
Confusion (SC)
Tota■ Teacher Use of
QuestiOns (TTUQ)
Tota■ Teacher Use of Acceptance
and Praise (TTAPR)
Tota■ Student ln■iation,
Teacher Suggested (TSITS)
Tota■ Student lnitiation,
Student Suggested (TSISS)
Content Emphas■s,
Teacher lnput (CETI)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
56。87
42。78
0035
5。77
19035
68.41
8。29
47。08
67.11
32.89
55。年■
年4.2年
0032
7.89
14。66
73.71
17。72
35。71
64。37
35.63
‐     ―         ‐                ―      ―  ―       ‐  ‐― 一 ―
■
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A bar graph was utilized to compare the male and
female teachers' percentages of behavior in each of
the DAC categories with high-skilled students (see
Figure 3). Visual examination showed more than 2%
difference in three behaviors exhibited by the male
and femal-e teachers when interacting with high-skilled
students. The male physical educator gave more
information, and his students exhibited predictable
responses. The students in the female teacher's class
exhibited more interpretive responses. lrilhen interacting
with the high-skilled students, both teachers were similar
in the percentage of praise, acceptance, questions,
directions, criticism, and student-initiated responses.
A comparison of the male and female percentages bf
beihaviors ih'each DAC category with the l-ow-ski1l-ed
students is il-lustrated in Figure 4. Visuat examination
showed more tlian 2% dtfference in..three of the behaviors
of male and female teachdrs when interacting with low-
skill-ed students. The male teacher gave more information
to the low-skil-l-ed students while the female gave more
criticism and received more student-initiated responSes.
When interacting with the 1ow-skilled students, both
teachers were similar in the percentage of praise,
acceptance, questions, and direct j-ons; their students
al-so exhibited similar amounts of predictabl-e and interpretive
responses.
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The top 10 ranked cell- frequenci-es of interaction
patterns and their percentages of occurrence for both
the male and female physical educators with high-skilled
students are illustrated in Table 7. There were many
pred.ominant interactions. common to both the male and
femal-e teachers with the high-skill-ed students and the
percentages of occuruence were similar. These common
interaction patterns were teacher inforination-giving
followed by student interpretive behavior followed by
teacher information (5-8\-5), )5,15% for the male teacher
and 32,95% for the female teacher; teacher information-
giving followed by teacher direction which led to student
predictable response which was folioweO by teacher
direction (5-6-8-6 ) , B'.6L/" for the maf.e teacher and B,09%
for the female teacher; teacher information-giving
foll-owed by student predictable response foll-owed by
teacher informatidn-giving (5-B-5), 8,34% for the mal-e
teacher and 3.49% for the female teacher; teacher use of
constructive criticism followed by teacher information-
giving (?-2-5), 7,49/" for the mal-e teacher and 4,97% for
the fem'ale teacher; teacher direction followed by student
interpretive behavior followed by teacher dirdction
(6-8r-6), 7,L5/, for the male teacher and 8,52/, for the
female teacher; student interpretive behavior followed
by praise then foll-owed by student interpretive behavior
年6
Tab■e‐‐7
Summary of the
.. l
Most Frequent Interaction Patterhs and
Percentages of Occurrence of the Male and Fema■e Teachers
Among the Top lO Ce■■ξ for the High―ski■ed Students
Mal-e Teacher
Interaction Percentage of
Patterns 0ccurrenc e
Interaction
Patterns
Female Teacher
Percentage of
0c currenc e
5-8 -5
5-6-8-6
5-8-5
7…2-5
6-8 -6
8 -2-8
8-3-8
8 -3-8
8-2-5
3-5
35015
8.61
8。34
7。49
7.15
6。91
4。20
4。15
2。96
2.71
5-8 -5
8ヽ-2-8
6-8・ヽ-6
5-6-8-6
8｀ -3-8｀
7-2-5
与-8
5-8-5
8-2-5
3-5
32。95
lo。8年
8。52
8。09
7119
4.91
3090
3・年9
2。02
1。97
Ntt t e。
found in
description of the interaction patterns may be
Appendix C.
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(8 -ヽ2-8)ヽ, 6。91% fOr the ma■O teacher and 10.8年% fOr the     =
femi■e teacher: student interpretive behavior fo■■owed
by acceptance which was fb■■owed by student interpretiv9
bざhavior (8ヽ-3-8)ヽ, 4。15%・fOr the ma■teacher and i7・。19%
f6r the fさma■e teacher, student predictable response
fol■owed by praise fo■■ow d by teacher information
(8-2-5), 2。96% for the ma■e teacher and 2.02% for the
fema■e teacher; teacher acceptance fo■■owed by t acher
informatio,―/giVing (3-5), 2。74% fOr the ma■e teacher and
l.97% fOr the female teachere  The pattern unique to
the ma■e teacher was 8-3-8, 午.20% and the pattern unique
to the fema■e teacher was 年■8、, 309σ%3                    ‐
Table 8 represents the tpp 10 ranked cel■ frequencies
of interaction patterns and the■r percentages of occurrence
for both the ma■e and fema■e teachers w■th the low―ski■led
studentse  There were many predominant interaction
patterns common for both teachers, but large differences
were recσded in the percentage of occurrencee  The
common patterns exhibited were teacher ■nformation―
giving fo■■owed by student interpret■ve behavior fo■■ wed
by teacher information (5-8ヽ-3), 25.29% for the ma■e teacher
and 21。57% fOr the fema■e teacher; teacher direction fo■lowed
by student interpretive behav■or fo■■ciwed by t9acher direction
(6-8＼-6), 22.51% fOr the male teacher and 23・66% for the
fematte teacher: teacher ■nfdrmation…g v■ng fol■wed by directittn
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Table 8
Summary'of the Most Frequent Interaction Patterns and
Percentages of Occurrence of the Male and Female,Teachers
Among the Top 1O CeIls for the Low-ski11ed Students
Male Teacher
Interaction Percentage of
Patterns occurrence
Female Teacher
Interaction Percentage- of
Patterns 0ccurrenc e
5-8 -5
6-8 -6
5-6■8-6
5-8-5
7-2-5
8 -7
8-3-8
8 -3-8
9-7
9-6
25029
22.51
19。62
8。23
3088
1.80
1。63
1。47
1。20
1。0年
6-8 -6
5-8 -5
5-6-8-6
9-7
5-8-5
7-2-5
7-6
8 -7
8 -3-8
8 -2-8
23。66
21357
18。■7
5。25
30午0
2.96
2.65
2。09
2。05
2.04
Note. A description of the 'interaction patterns may be
found in Appendix C.
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led to student predictabl-e student response which was
followed by teacher'di-rection (5-6-8-5), 19.62% for the
mal-e teacher and L8,47% for the fema.l-e teacher; teacher
information-giving followed,by student predictable
response which was followed by more teacher informati'on-
giving (5-8-5), B.Z3% for the mal-e teacher and J,4O/, for
the female teacher; teacher 'use of constructive critj-cism
followed' by teacher information-giving (?-2-5), ),88%
for the male teacher and 2,96% for the female teacher;
student i-nterpretive behavior fol-lowed by teacher criticism
(8\ 
-7 ), L.8O% for the male teacher and 2.09/, for the
female teacher; student interpretive behavior followed
by acceptance which was followed by student interpretive
behavior (8r-3-Br ), L.4?/, for the male teacher and, 2.05%
for the femaLe teacher; and- student-initiated behavior
followed by teacher criticism (9-7), L,2O% f or the mal-e
teacher and 5,25% for the female teacher.
Two patterns were unique to each of the physical
educators. The male instructor showed the pattern of
student predictable responses followed by acceptance
which was foll-owed by more student predictable responses
(B-3-B), L.63f, and student-initiated behavior followed
by teacher direction (9-6), L,04%. In comparison,
the female instructor showed more teacher criticism
followed by teacher direction (?-6)', 2,65; and student
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interpretive behavior fol-Iowed by praise followed by
student int'erpreti-ve behavior' (8\ -2-8r ) , 2,04%,
The male physical educator interacted with the
high-skil-l-ed students fi67 times in comparison to
367O times with the Iow-ski1led students. The femal-e-
physical- educator interacted with the high-skiIled
students 5524 times in comparison to 4O)3 times with
the Iow-skil1ed students. The mal-e physical educator
interacted 59% ot the time witfr fris high-skill-ed
students and 40% of the time-with his low-skill-ed
students. The female physical educator interacted 58%
of the time with her high-skiIled students and 42%
of the time with her low-skiIl-ed students. The data
revealed. both teachers interacted with high-skilled students
more frequently than with the low-skilled students
Summary
Coder reliabi■ity for DAC was determ■ned to be
。98.  That score was suffrc■nt tO ■ndicate that the
coder was re■iable.
Visual compariSons of Tab■e l, Figures l and 2,
and Tabttes 3 and 4 indicated that differences ex■sted
■n the behav■ors of the male phys■c ■ ducator and the
fema■e physica■ educator towards the high―ski■■ed and
low―ski■■ed students.  The liigh―ski■■ d students of
both the ma■and the fema■instructors rece■ved more
5L
prai-Se and acceptance and were asked. more questions than
the l-ow-skilled siudents. The mal-e teacher and the f emale
teacher'gavb more information to the high-skiIl-ed students
tltan to the 1ow-skiIled. Both instructors' high-skilled
students exhiblted more'interpretive responses than the
Iow-ski.Iled students. The low-skilled students received
more directions and more criticism than the high-skiIled.
Visual- comparisons al-scj indi"cate that onl-y slight
differences existed in the interactions of {he male
physicat educator and the female physical educator toward
their high-skilled students (see Table 5 and Figure )),
The high-skil1ed students' cif the mal-e teacher received
more information and exhibited more predictable student
responses. The female instructor's high-skiIled students
exhibited more interpretive student responses.
Visual comparisons of the data in Table 6 and Figure
4 showed that differences existed"'in the male and the
f emale teachers' behaviors towF.rd the Iow-skil-1ed students
The low-skilled students of the male teacher were given'
more ihforination than the low-skilled students in the
female instructor's classes. The' femal-e teacher used
more criticism toward her low-skilled students, and the
students showed more student-initiated responses to her.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION'OF RESULTS
In this chapter the results of this study are
discussed and compared to the findings of other related
investigations. This study investigated teacher's
expectancies and interaction behaviors with students of
high and low skill- ability'with the variabl-e of teacher
gender. This investigation utilized the Dyadic Adaptation
of the Cheffers' Adaptation of the Flanders' Interaction
Analysis System (DAC) to exatnine the interaction patterns
of a mal-e and a female middle school physical educatoi
with low-skilled and high-skilled students. Madden (1984)
conducted-a paral-Iel- study that compared the interaction
patterns. of a male and femdle physical educator with
high- and low-skilLed students for an entire badminion
unit. DAC and ALT-PE were the instruments used by Madden;
in the present study only DAC was utilized.
Visual analysis of the DA'C results for the entire
unit of vol-1eybal1 indicated that differences did exist
in the behaviors of the female and male middle school
physical educators with low- and high-skilled students.
During'the physical' education classes, the male and female
teachers were encouraging and more supportive of the
actions of the high-skiIIed. This was shown by the amount
of acceptanie and praise given to the high-skll-Ied in
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comparison to the amount given to the low-skil-l-ed. In
both instructors' classes the high-skilled students
were asked more questions to elicit students' input.
Throughout the unit, both teachers gave more information
to the high-skilled students' and more criticism to the
l-ow-skilled students. Information shoul-d be offered
equally to any skill level so all students have the
opportunity to learn. Constructive criticism is a good
tool for feedback (?-2), not criticism alone (7). The
teachers used constructive criticism infrequently. The
use of this behavior should be encouraged.
" The most frequent interaction pattern for the mal-e
instructor with both skill groups was teacher information
foll-owed by student interpretive behavior followed by
more teacher information (5-B -5), This reflects the
teacher giving information about the set followed by the
students performing the set then the teacher giving more
information about the set.
The most frequent interaction pattern for the
femal-e instructor with the 1ow-ski]l-ed students was teacher
direction fol-l-owed by student interpretive behavior
fol-lowed by more teacher direction (6-8 -6), This
reflects the teacher giving directions followed by the
students performing in skill or game situations then the
teacher giving more directions.
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More information about the skill-s utilized in
volleyba1l and game techniques was given to the high-
skilled than to the 1ow-ski1l-ed students. Both instructors
gave more directions to the low-skiIled than to the high-
skilled students about performing voIleyball skil-ls and
technique. It has been suggested that teachers believe
low-skiIled students need to be.gulded and directed more
to help them master the cor:rect technique of performing
the skilIs. This direction "should be followed with
praise and encouragement so these low-skill-ed will
continue to improve on the st<ilts they are practicing.
Researchers (Crowe , tg?9; Devl-in , L9?9; Madden, t9B4;
Martinek & Johnson, L979; Martinek & Mancini, t9B3;
Reisenweaver, 1980; Ryan, L9B); Steffen, L9B); Streeter,
1980) concluded that physical educators tended to ask
the high-skil1ed students more q.ue.stions as compared to
the low-skil-led students. In this study, the female
and male instructors asked approximately twice as many
questions of the high-skilled than of the low-skiIled.
The teachers should ask the low-skilled students more
questions to verify their understanding of the material
presented. Then, if the low-skil-led students failed to
accurately understand the task, the teachers could provide
them with additional information.
Criticism was found to be greater for the low-skill-ed
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students compared tb the hrgh-ski}l-ed Students by the
mal-e 'and female physica} educators. The mal-e instructor
used more corrective cri-ticism followed by teacher
information-giving (7-z-5) ; whereas, the femal-e instructor
used a slightly harsher type'of criticism (7), The pattern
of 7-2-5 reflects praise and encouragement after a criticism
and before more information is given to the student. For
example, & Student is performing the set incorrectly. The
teacher, observing the student, states the technique is not
correct but it was a good try; The teacher then descqibes
the proper hand. position. A11 teachers should be aware
that their communication patterns reflect on a student's
response. Praise and encouragement shoul-d always fol-Iow a
criticism. Th.en the teacher has the opportunity to give
more information with the student's undivided attention.
A common interaction pattern by both the mal-e and the
female physical educator was the teacher giving information
fol-Iowed by teacher direction which Ied to student
predictable student response which was fol-Iowed by teacher
direction (5-6-8-6). This occured in warm-ups and sk'il-l-
practice time. It reflects the tedcher lecturing then
he ob she giving directions. The students did'the activity
mechanically, then the teachers gave more directions.
When this level student is learning a ski]l-,'specific
instructions must be Iistened to then performed.
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The results found in thi-s study, pertaining to the
use of praise and acceptance, questions, information,
and criticism by the physical educators were paral1eI
to the findings of Crowe (t979), D'evlin (L979), Madden
(1984), Martinek and Johnson (1979), Martinek and Mancini
(1983), Reisenweaver (1980), Ryan (1983), Steffen (t983),
and Streeter ( 1980 ) .
The high-skill-ed students in both physical educators'
class"es were characterized by more interpretive behaviors;
whereas, Iow-skilled students were found to be more
predictable in their responses. As. defined by Martinek
and Mancini (1983), the interpretive behaviors exhibited
by the high-ski1led include enthusiastic involvement and
working'together. The 1ow-skilled students' behavi-ors were
more predictable as they performed and responded mechanically
to the teachet's demands . Thes'e. findings concurred with
crowe (L979), Devrin (L9?9), Madden (19'84),. Martinek and
Johnson (19?9), Martinek and.'Mancini (L98)), Reisenweaver
(19B0L Ryan (t983), Steffen (1983), and Streeter (1980).
The Iow-skilled students responded in a predictable manner,
which may be due to the greater amount of directions they
received from the teacher. The increased amount of
interpretive behavior of the high-skilled students may be
due to the use of prai-se, acceptance, and use of q,uestions
by the teacher toward these students.
An important practical'application that can be
applied to the gymnasium is to make teachers aware that
their verbal- and nonverbal behaviors and actions are
refl-ected in their students' responses. Information-
giving, directions, and criticism are tools to teach
with; but praise, acceptance, and encouragement must be
utilized with them to have effective learning take place.
Administrators can also learn from studies simil-ar
to this investigation. A principal can evaluate the
teacher through the interaction analysis system used in
this study and use the information to enhance the learning-
environment. Objective data upon which to base supervisory
feedback is an important element in the improvement of
teaching.
The physical- education profession needs to further
investigate the teacher-student interaction behavior
patterns. This study reflects a need that had not been
suspected, that the 1ow-skitr1ed" are being treated
differently and it is i-nfluencing their learning. Our
profession can assist teachers to improve their teaching
by providing them with research information on teacher-
student interactions; this informati-on should be stated
with a view to practical application. Such information
can be used by teachers to enhance the learning of
students of aIl- abilities.
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Summary
This study was the first to use DAC in examining and
investigating the interaction patterns of a male and a
female middle school physical educator with low-skil-Ied
, and high-skilled students for an instructional- unit of
volleyball. The results of this study were obtained through
visual analysis due to the smal-l- number of subjects. Visual
analysis of the data showed that differences existed in the
behaviors of the female physical- educator and the mai-e
physical educator toward their Iow- and high-ski11ed students.
Visual comparisons of the DAC data led to the
investigator's rejection.of the nu1l hypothesis that no
significant difference would exist in the teaching interaction
patterns of a female and a male physicat educator toward
their 1ow- and high-skilled students. These resul-ts concurred
with the researchers previously mentioned. The results
imply differences do exist in teachers' behavior depending
on stud.ents' skil1 ability. These differences in behavior
by the teachers can be changed if the teachers are aware of
them. Administrators can use objective eval-uation to assess
the strengths and weaknesses of a teaiher and thus to
enhance the learning environment. Our teaching profession
should publicize these differences in articles to make teachers
aware of their behaviors. More constructive criticism, equal-
amount of information given, and directions shoul-d all be
given to every student.
Chapter 5
'. I
;SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AI'ID RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary
This study was ccjnducteh to compare the teacher
interaction patterns of a male and a female physica]
educator with high-skitled and low-skilled students during
an entire instructional volleybafl unit. The subjects
were a female..and. a male physical education teacher at the
middle school level- from'the central- New York area. The
teachers were -videotaped for an entire instructional unit
of volleyball, seven class periods', during the L984-1985
school year. A skil-l test was'administered at the start
of the unit to classify.stud.ents as high-sk1Iled or low-
skilled. Then five high-skilled and five low-skilled
stuhents in each instructor's class were selected'as
gubjects for this studY.
The data for the final analysis were obtained from
the seven videotapes of the unit. Each videotape was
analyzed utilizing the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC)
instrument to assess teacher-student interactions. The
data collected from the coding of DAC were transferred
onto the. computer for analysis. The data were compiled.
into percentages for the DAC categories- and interaction
patterns.
Visual comparisons of the'mal-e and female physical
educators' interactions with high-skil-l-ed and l-ow-skilf ed
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6o
students indicated that differences did exist. Bo'th
teachers gave.more acceptance, praise, and information
to the high-skil-Ied students. The mal-e physical
educator gave' hls high-skilled'students more information
than the female physical educator; whereas, the female
instructor gave her low-skiIled' students more criticism,
and her students exhibited more student-initiated responses
in comparison to the male instructor. The low-skilled
students received more criticism and more directions
which resufted in more predictable responses in comparison
to the high-skilled students. Both teachers spent the
majority of the time in the volleyball unit giving
directions and ^information to the students.
= 
u*rrination of trre beC hata resulted in the finding .
that there were 'differences in the interaction patterns
bf the female and the male 'pf,y=ical- educator as he/she
interacted with l-ow-skil-1ed and high-skil-l-ed students.
Visual- comparisons of the data found in this study
resulted in the rejection of the nuIl hypothesis that
stated there would be no differences in the interaction
patterns of the female and male physical educators with
low-skilled and high-skilled students.
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Conclus ions
The results of this study pointed to the following
conclusions in regard to the i-nteraction patterns of a
femal-e and a male physical educator with Iow-skilled
and high-skiI1ed students.
1. Both the f emale and male physi-cal- educators
gave more acceptance and praise to their hi-gh-skiIled
students and received more interpretive responses from
these students than from the low-skil1ed students.
2, The female physical- educator gave more praise
and acceptance to the high-skilled students and received
more interpretive responses from these students than the
male physical'educator.
3, The 1ow-ski11ed students in both the femal-e
and 'the male pnysical educators' classes received more
criticism throughout the unit than did the high-skil-l-ed
students. Both teachers used criticism as a form of
feedback
4, Both physical educators gave more information
to the high-skilled students than to the low-skilldd
students. The male physical- educator offered more
information to the students than the femal-e physical-
educator.
5, .The loW-ski11ed students received more direction
than the high-skil-led students from both teachers
throughout the entire unit. r
?
?
??
Recommendations for Further Study
The following recommendations are suggested for
further study:
1. A similar stud.y could be conducted utilizLng a
larger number of subjects.
2, A replication of this study could be investigated
at the secondary. Ievel. 
.
), A comparison of two different teaching styles
with the same gender could be studied.
4, A different instrument coul-d be utilized to
gather data about the subjects.
5, A replication of this study could be conducted
by observing a longer instructional unit.
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR TEACHERS
1. a) Purpose of the Strrdtr: Research is being conducted
to descr,ibe and compare the teaching interaction patterns
of a male and. a female efementary physical education
teacher with studentS for an entire unit of instruction.
b) Benefits: The re.sulting information may pr6ve
useful in the equalization of the teachers' interacti-on
behavior patterns with students. This may al-so improve
the learning environment and help the teacher to plan for
equal learning opportunities for al1 students.
2, Method: As a-teacher you. will- be asked to participate
in the following manner: Permit'the researcher (Susan
Silvernail, graduate student at Ithaca College) to
videotape an entire instructional unit of your physical-
education cl-asses . During this time, the cjnly thing
you will be asked to do is wear a sma1l wireless microphone.
Each videotape wiIl be coded using the Dyadic Adaptation
of the Cheffers' Adaptation'of the Flanders' fnteraction
Analysis .System (DAC ).
), Will this hurt? There are no apparent physical- or
psychological risks involved in participation of this
study. The coding systems which will be used on the
videotapes are non-evaluative; they simply d'escribe the
teachers' interactions with their students.
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年.  Need more informatiOn?. If you WiSh to know more
information about the study or the results from the
study research, please feel-'free to contact me, Susan
Sil-vernail-, at lthaca Co11ege, Ithaca,' New York, t4850.
5, Withdrawal from the study. Participation is vofuntary,
and your initial'agreement to participate does not prevent
you from discontinuing your participation at anytimb.
6, Will the data be maintained in conf i-dence? It is
assured that names in this study will- be kept in the
strietest confiden Taping is solely for the purpose
of this study an'rt will only be available to myself , Dr.
Victor Mancini (my thesis advisor), and the,.teacher
involved. The faculty and the administration.of Oxford
School will not have access 'to the resul-ts. A11 videotapes
.will'be erased immediately after the study is completed.
7, I have read the above. and I understand its contents
and I agree to participate in the study. I acknowledge
that I am 18 years of age or older.
Signature of Teacher
Thank you
Susan Silvernail-
IGraduate Student
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New YorkDate
Appendix B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR PARENTS
1. a) Purpose of the Study: Research is being conducted
to describe and compare the teaching interaction- patterns
of a male and a femal-e el-emehtary physical education teacher
with students for an entire unit of instruction.
b) Benefits: The resulting information may prove
useful- in the equalization of the teacher,'s interaction
behavior patterns with students. This may also improve
the learning environment and'help the teacher to plan
for equal Iearning opportunities. for all students.
2。  Method: As a subject your chi■d wi■■ be asked topart ic pat e
in the following manner: Permit the researcher (Susan
Silvernail, graduate student at Ithaca Cotlege ) to
videotape an entire instructional unit of your physical
education classes. During this time, e?ch videotape will-
be coded usihg the Dyadic Adaptation of the Cheffers'
Adaptation of the Fl-anders' interaction Analysis System (DAC ).
3. Will this hurt? There are no apparent physical or
psychological risks involved in participation of this
study. The coding systems which will be used on the
videotapes are non-evaluative; they simply describe the
teachers' interactions with their students.
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4. Need more information? ff you wish to know more
information about the study or the results from the study
research, please feel free to contact me, Susan Silvernail,
at fthaca CoIlege, lthaca, New York, 14850.
5, Withdrawal from the study: Participation is voluntary,
and your initial agreement to participate does not prevent
you from discontinuing your participation at anSqtime.
6, Will the data be maintained in confidence? It is
assured that names in this study will- be kept in the
strictest confidence. Taping i-s sole1y for the purpose
of. this study and wil-I only be availabl-e to myself , Dr.
Victor Mancini (my thesis advisor), and the teacher involved.
The faculty and the administration of Oxford SchooI will-
not have access to the results. Al-1 videotapes wil-l- be
erased immediately after the,study is completed.
I have read
and agree to
participate
years of age
Signature of Parent or Guardian
(delete as appropriate)
and understand the contents of the above,
allow , (student) to
in the study.
or oIder.
I acknowledge that I am 18
Thank you
Susan Sil-vernail
Graduate Student
fthaca College
Ithaca, New York
Date
Appendix- C
- A DESCRIPTION OF THE MOST FREQUENT INTERACTION PATTERNS
AMONG THE TOP 10 CELLS FOR.THE MALE AND FEMALE PHYS]CAL EDUCATORS
5-8r-5 Teacher information-giving followed by'student
' interpretive beh'avior followed by teacher' information.
5-6-8-6 Teacher information-givl-ng followed by teacher
direction which l-ed to student predictable student
response which was followed -by teacher direction.
5-8-5 Teacher information-giving followed by student
predictable response which was followed by more
teacher information-giving.
?-2-5 leacher use of constructive criticism followed
by teacher information-giving.
5-Br-6 Teacher direction,followed by student interpretive
behavior followed by teacher direction.
Br-2-Br Student interpretive behavior followed by praise
followed by student interpretive behavior.
8-3-8 Student predictable response fol-Iowed by acceptance
which was fol-lowed by more student predictable
respons'e
Br -3-B'. Student' interpretive behavior followed- by acceptance
' which was followed by student interpretive behavior.
8-2-5 Student predictable response followed by praise
followed by teachdr- information.
3-5 Teacher acceptance followed by teacher information
o'i r 'b* /Ing.
u,,
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Appendix c (continued)
8 -ヽ7       Student interpretive behavior fo■■owed by teacher
cr■tic■sm.
9-7        Student in■iated behav■or fo■ wed by teachёr
| 
 ヽ     9-6        :i::liiSIlitiated b:havior fO・・ OWed by telcher
1嘔
direction.
I 4-84 Teacher use of questioning followed by student
int erpretive 
- 
behavior .
|   .,   8-2        :i]:::lab.e Student reSpOnse fO・
10Wed by teacher
?-6 Teacher criticism followed.by teacher direction.
A■■ard, R。  (1979)・
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